Research Flowchart

**Topic Selection**
Identify information need. Need help choosing a topic?

**Finding Sources**
Find resources to support your topic & thesis. Need help finding sources?

**Evaluate Sources**
Determine the credibility of your sources, prioritize types of sources based on need. Need help evaluating sources?

**Synthesize Sources**
Incorporate your sources into your assignment to support your thesis. Need help synthesizing your sources into your paper?

**Cite Sources**
Use your instructor or field's preferred citation style to create a works cited page. Need help citing your sources?

**Proofread**
Read your work, check grammar, spelling, formatting, and citations.

**Go To “Choose Your Topic”**

**Go To “Find Your Sources”**

**Go To “Evaluate Your Sources”**

**Go To “Write Your Research Paper”**

**Go To “Cite Your Sources”**